Q2 SMART
Intelligent targeting and
messaging platform

Q2 SMART is a highly accurate targeting and messaging platform that
allows financial institutions (FIs)—marketing, business development
and more—to uncover real needs and engage account holders like
never before.
Growth in the digital age demands that you differentiate your offerings
and services by understanding, anticipating, and offering customers the
products they value most. The key to unlocking these customer insights
is in the behavioral intelligence buried in the mountains of data you
gather every day.

Q2 SMART
Q2 SMART uses a behavioral data analytics engine
to turn this “dark data” into live targets so you can
engage account holders with the right offer, message,
or recommendation, at the right time, resulting in more
impactful products per relationship.
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Analytics (RFA) system, which creates a holistic behavioral profiles
engine to help you understand which of your products they are likely
to adopt. It is the only recommendation engine that makes it easy to
uncover and target real account-holder needs, using behavioral data
analytics that get smarter with every customer interaction.
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Q2 SMART was developed in close collaboration with our financial
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institution partners, who have guided the initial feature set and
shaped the intuitive user interface. The result is a tool that is visually
appealing, easy to use, and puts unprecedented amounts of useful
data at your fingertips.
It integrates seamlessly with the Q2platform*, allowing you to
immediately access, analyze, and leverage the wealth of data
generated every day by your account holders. With Q2 SMART
there are no files to upload, no expensive data warehouses to
maintain, or data scientists needed to develop complex analytical
models. We’ve done all that work for you.
Q2 SMART puts intelligent targeting tools into an intuitive interface, so
you can differentiate your services with personalized messaging, retain
your best relationships, and drive more products per relationship.
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Other Q2 SMART features and benefits
Target customer needs and behaviors in all channels. Upload and download lists
of targeted users to coordinate efforts across other systems, and improve targeting
in all aspects of your growth efforts.
Target external accounts. When combined
with Contextual PFM data, Q2 SMART gives
insight into, and the ability to target, users
based on the accounts your customers or
members hold at other institutions.
Help index and interactive tutorials. Q2 has
put the tools in place to aid you in your use of
Q2 SMART.

Q2’s growth and analytics
products like Q2 SMART
turn the data of our platform
into actionable insights,
helping financial institutions
evolve their business strategies
and unlock new opportunities
for growth.

*Q2 SMART is a back-office tool and a stand-alone web application that FIs access via a unique landing page that will leverage
their Q2central credentials. The platform will work with versions of UUX 4.1.0.3416 and beyond. Because of reliance on data in the
Q2 Data Center to power Q2 SMART, Q2 cannot accommodate FIs with on premise installations.

For more information, contact your Q2 representative.
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